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Application of cerium oxide nanopowders for silicon polishing
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The research methods and the first results obtained in the study of the roughness of single-crystal silicon (111)
substrates processed at the final stage by various methods are described: traditional polishing without the use

of chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP), with the use of CMP and without CMP, but with the use of oxide

cerium nanopowders. The efficiency of using CeO2 nanopowders has been demonstrated. The following effective

roughness values were obtained: without CMP - 3.56 nm, with CMP - 0.54 nm, and without CMP, but with CeO2

polishing - 0.93 nm.
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Introduction

Recently due to modernization of the 3rd generation

synchrotrons and appearance of free electron lasers and 4th

generation synchrotrons, including actively developed in our

country SKIF (the Siberian ring source of photons) [1], the
problem of mirrors radiation stability became more relevant.

For these applications there is another condition related to

necessity of maintaining the coherent properties of original

beam. Therefore, the thermally-induced deformations of

mirrors shape enter the picture. The following discussions

can be used for evaluation of permissible shape deforma-

tions. To provide images diffracting quality it is necessary

that the reflected beam phase during reflection in each local

incidence point does not change more than by quarter of

wavelength. Considering grazing incidence of radiation to

mirror this condition can be rewritten as

1X < λ/4(sin θ)−1, (1)

where 1X is local deflection of mirror profile from

calculated, λ is wavelength and θ is grazing incidence

angle. For mirrors with multilayer coatings, increasing

mirrors operating angles several-fold [2–4], considering

Bragg condition the expression (1) can be rewritten as

1X < D/2, (2)

where D is multilayer mirror period. For significant

periods, often used W/B4C multilayer mirrors D = 2 nm [5].
Permissible error lies in subnanometer area.

To maintain the high reflection coefficients the substrates

microroughness should be less than interlayer roughness

in multilayer mirrors, that in case of W/B4C is about

0.2 nm [6].

As theoretical calculations (fully proved to be practically

relevant) have shown, only single-crystal silicon can be

used as substrates material to minimize the thermally-

induced shape deformations. Other materials, including

silicon carbide and metals (copper, aluminum, beryllium),
are significantly inferior to it in terms of their thermal and

physical characteristics [7,8].

Currently the most common method of making the high-

precision, including silicon aspheric substrates for mirrors,

is the combination of diamond turning and correction

of local shape defects with small-size ion beams [9–12].
Polishing with small-size polishers using computer control

is used as an alternative to the diamond turning [13].
However, during such processing the roughness is increased

in the range of spatial frequencies of 10−3 − 1 µm−1, called

mid-frequency and caused by a tool slapping, and this

influences the resolving power of X-ray optics systems

the most [14]. Therefore, the best results in terms of

accuracy of silicon substrates making were achieved using

the technology called Computer-controlled elastic emission

machining [15]. This technology as a polishing tool uses

localized suspension jet supplied under pressure of 100

atm. Beside the high level of processing controllability,

due to lack of the normal component of pressure on

abrasive grains in suspension, that always presents during

traditional grinding-polishing, this method does not result

in damaged layer due to cracking of substrate surface

areas. Japanese company JTEC CORPORATION, that

mastered this technology, is basically the monopolist in high-

precision silicon substrates manufacturing for synchrotron

applications [16].

In the last few years we develop two-stage approach

for high-precision substrates manufacturing for mirrors of
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diffracting quality in X-ray range. It is well known that

during grinding-polishing of flat and spherical surfaces the

mutual lapping helps to achieve the best quality of optical

surfaces processing [17]. Therefore, at the first stage the

spherical (flat) substrates with curve radius, closest to the

required asphere, are manufactured using lapping method.

At the second stage the correction of local defects and shape

aspherization are performed using specially designed ion-

beam etching unit [18].

High controllability of ion-beam machining process al-

lows to create high-precision surfaces with highly complex

asphere shape, and, as a result, to develop unique optical

schemes, implementation of which was not possible ear-

lier [19,20]. However, for successful implementation of this

approach it is necessary to make highly smooth substrates

at the first stage, since ion beams smooth down high-

frequency roughness fairly well and almost do not impact

on the mid-frequency roughness, starting from frequencies

of 0.2−0.3µm−1 [21,22]. In [23] the suspensions with

micropowders of CeO2 were studied on substrates of fused

silica. These powders demonstrated their high efficiency.

On significantly steep spherical substrate with diameter of

100mm and curve radius of 137.5mm, the numerical aper-

ture NA = 0.36, the effective roughness of about 0.2 nm in

frequency range of 0.025−65 µm−1 was achieved. At the

same time the shape accuracy was achieved: maximum

level difference MP = 16 nm and mean square deviation

CKO = 3.3 nm (≈ λ/200). After ion polishing the effective

roughness was dropped to about 0.1 nm, that is sufficient

for X-ray optics of diffracting quality.

The purpose of this study was to research the possibilities

of this technology and micropowders use for single-crystal

silicon polishing.

1. Experimental procedure

1.1. Mechanical lapping procedure

As in [23], the lapping machine D-150 was used. Surface

treatment was performed using pitch polisher (SP5 resin).
At the early stage of lapping the same suspension based

on water solution of cerium oxide micropowders, made

by MFTI (Dolgoprudny), with grain size of 0.1−0.3 and

0.05−0.1 µm was used. At the final stage the suspension,

made as per advanced process flow, with adding of CeO2

nanopowder fraction with particles size of 19 nm was used.

Fig. 1 shows the powder particles size distribution. As can

be seen in the figure, the distribution is bimodal with peaks

of 22 and 108 nm.

The processed substrate, picture of which is presented in

Fig. 2, was a rectangular block of single-crystal silicon (111)
with dimensions of 15× 25× 120mm. The crystallographic

orientation of (111) was selected with potential for the fur-

ther ion-beam etching to reduce high-frequency roughness,

since Si (111) surface can be efficiently smoothed with

perpendicular etching.
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Figure 1. CeO2 powder size distribution in advanced suspension.

Figure 2. Picture of processed substrate.

1.2. Roughness measurement methods

Statistical properties of surface roughness and damaged

layer depth were the subjects of research. As noticed

in other studies, for instance in [24], the supersmooth

surfaces roughness study has some specifics, requiring

critical approach during analysis of actual possibilities of
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Figure 3. AFM images of silicon surface for microelectronics industry after CMP.

devices and methods in use. Particularly, the widely used

white light interferometry method [25,26] gives satisfac-

tory results only for surfaces with effective roughness of

above 1 nm [21]. Presence of damaged layer, that results

in additional scattering on volume inhomogeneities [29],
significantly influences the diffuse X-ray scattering (DXRS)
spectra [27,28]. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) [30] is

affected by scanner nonlinearity, that appears at bigger,

above 10 µm, frames [21]. Mechanical stiffness of cantilever

beam significantly influences the results of measurements.

Also, during AFM measurements the noises, that depend

not only on characteristics of device in use, but also on

external conditions, should be considered [31]. Therefore,

we recognize the roughness measurement results as valid,

if roughness power spectral density (PSD) functions, mea-

sured using various methods, match together in the area of

their operating ranges crossing.

Methods of mirror and diffuse scattering of X-ray radi-

ation and AFM were used in this study. Value and angle

distribution of DXRS are mainly defined by dispersive relief

frequency spectrum. If condition of low roughness and

grazing angle is met,

kσ sin θ0 ≪ 1; kσ |ε+ − cos θ0|1/2, (3)

where k is wave number, σ is root-mean-square roughness,

θ0 is probing beam grazing angle, meaning, that wave field

changes a little at ±σ scale from scattering boundary [27],
then for scattering intensity, integrated over azimuthal angle,

the following expression can be written

5(θ, θ0) =
k5

16πk−(q0)
√

q0q

×
∣

∣

∣

∫

ψ0(z , q0)ψ0(z , q)ε′(z )dz
∣

∣

∣

2

PSD1D(p), (4)

where θ is scattering angle q0 = k cos θ0, q = k cos θ,
ψ0(z , q) are field distribution in structure, PSD1D(p) is one-
dimensional power spectral density of relief, p is spatial

frequency.

In case of scattering on single surface with sharp drop ε

5(θ, θ0) =
k3|1− ε|2
16π sin θ0

|t(θ0)t(θ)|2PSD1D(p), (5)

where t(θ) is Fresnel transmission coefficient.

It is important that regardless of near-surface layer struc-

ture the scattering intensity consists of two multipliers —
electrodynamical factor — function of one-dimensional

layered geometry of structure, wavelength and experiment

geometry — and roughness spectrum. If electrodynamical

factor is known, the required spectrum is calculated by

simple division of experimentally measured intensity (con-
sidering instrumental function) by this multiplier:

PSD1D(p) = 5exp(θ, θ0)

/

k2

16πk−(q0)
√

q0q

×
∫

ψ0(z , q0)ψ0(z , q)ε′(z )dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

. (6)

Experiment geometry is known a priori, one-dimensional

layered structure of sample is defined upon the results

of reflection and diffuse scattering curves fitting using

premodel PSD.

Effective roughness σeff of surface is defined from

σ 2
eff =

pmax
∫

pmin

PSD1D(p)d p, (7)
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Figure 4. Curves of mirror reflection (top), measured with various slits on detector, of diffuse scattering (bottom) for the sample under

research.
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where pmin and pmax are minimum and maximum spatial

frequencies, in interval between which the PSD function is

located.

2. Experimental results

Initially the standard silicon plate for microelectronics

industry after chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP) was

studied as a
”
reference“ for comparison. It is known that

such method allows to make the smoothest substrates with

completely removed damaged layer. The only disadvantage

of this silicon polishing technology with regard to X-ray

optics tasks is unsatisfactory precision of surface shape due

to usage of polishers of
”
soft“ materials and complexity of

its control during chemical etching. However, in terms of

roughness and damaged layer, this can be considered as a

reference.
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Figure 6. AFM images of the studied sample surface after DGP without CMP.

Fig. 3 and 4 show AFM images and curves of mirror

reflection (Fig. 4, top) and diffuse scattering (Fig. 4, bottom)
for the studied sample.

Modeling of X-ray reflection and scattering curves was

performed using Multifitting software [32]. It can be

observed that the curves are well modelled. There is a small

difference in the area of reflected beam at grazing angle of

0.14◦ . But the reason behind this difference is thin plate

curving, inevitable when fastening, and this effect increases

with angle reduction.

Roughness power spectral density function, presented in

Fig. 5, was built using AFM and DXRS data. Beside integral

roughness the figure also includes effective roughness as

areas under the corresponding parts of PSD function. This

effective roughness is not a complete roughness for the

corresponding frame, it corresponds only to a part of PSD

presented on diagram.

Surface effective roughness after CMP in a frequency

range of 0.013−64 µm−1 was about 0.54 nm. It should

be noted that near-matching values were observed during

studying of Si plates after CMP for microelectronics indus-

try in [33]. Good stitching of PSD functions, observed under

both methods, confirms that scattering is mainly defined by

surface, not damaged layer.

Similar measurements were performed for the experimen-

tal sample after standard deep grinding-polishing (DGP). At
grinding stage the boron carbide micropowders with grain

size of 14µm in the beginning and 7µm in the end were

used. After boron carbide the fine grinding and polishing

were performed using diamond micropowders with grain

size, varying from 5µm to submicrometer. The final

polishing was finished with polirit. It should be noted that

DGP procedure was performed on
”
solid“ pitch polishers

to provide reliable lapping and high quality of surface

evenness. AFM measurement results are presented in Fig. 6,

X-ray — in Fig. 7. Function of roughness power spectral

density, built using AFM and DXRS data, is presented in

Fig. 8.

As shown in the figures, effective roughness of silicon

substrate after DGP, but without CMP, is significantly

inferior to substrates after CMP and does not meet the

requirements for X-ray mirrors. Effective roughness in a

frequency range of 0.0073−64 µm−1 was 3.56 nm.

After researches the lapping procedure was performed

using suspensions based on cerium oxide nanopowders

described in the beginning of the paper. Lapping was also

performed using pitch polisher for 2 h. Measurement results

are presented in Figs. 9−11.

Based on presented experimental data, application of

suspension with CeO2 nanopowders at final stage reduced

roughness almost by a factor of 4, lowering it to sub-

nanometer level. Effective roughness in a frequency range

of 0.0125−64 µm−1 was about 0.93 nm.

3. Results discussion and main
conclusions

This study includes comparison of surface roughness of

substrates of single-crystal silicon, exposed to standard DGP

with use of abrasives based on boron carbide, diamond

micropowders and polirit, but with different treatment at

final stage. The first method (with CMP use), as expected,
allows to make substrates with roughness, corresponding to

the requirements to substrates for X-ray mirrors. The main

problem of CMP is practical impossibility of making the

Technical Physics, 2022, Vol. 92, No. 13
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Figure 7. Curves of mirror reflection (top), measured with various slits on detector, of diffuse scattering (bottom) for the sample under

research after DGP without CMP.
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high-accuracy surfaces due to usage of
”
soft“ polishers and

high etching rate.

Substrate, made by DGP method without CMP, but

with pitch polishers using, showed the high level of

roughness, about 3.56 nm in a spatial frequencies range

of 0.0073−64 µm−1, that prevents its use in X-ray optics.

We also experience a problem with adequate description

of DXRS and reflection curves under perturbation theory

regarding roughness height due to non-observance of con-

dition (3) because of high roughness. Accurate description

under any parameters of incoming radiation and roughness

is possible using strict electromagnetic theory [34-36].

Application of finished machining using suspension based

on cerium oxide nanopowders for this substrate significantly

improved surface quality. Effective roughness reduced to

0.93 nm. For comparison, with CMP the roughness was

0.54 nm.
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Figure 9. AFM images of the studied sample surface after DGP without CMP and with finished machining using CeO2 nanopowders.
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Figure 10. Curves of mirror reflection (top), measured with various slits on detector, of diffuse scattering (bottom) for the sample under

research after DGP without CMP, but with finished machining using CeO2 nanopowders.
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Conclusion

Thus the conceptual possibility of making the single-

crystal silicon substrates using mechanical lapping method

without CMP with subnanometer roughness, that is closer

to the requirements for X-ray optics applications, is shown.

The further steps will be directed to optimization of process

parameters: selection of resin type, treatment temperature,

treatment time, ion-beam polishing to achieve or even

surpass the characteristics of silicon substrates with CMP.
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